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The Pharmacist in Disaster Preparedness and Response

Richard Lehman, MD
Juancho Ramirez, Pharm.D.

Objectives

Describe potential roles for pharmacists in setting of 
communicable disease outbreaks.
State at least one response activity pharmacists might carry out 
during sustained, community-wide surges in healthcare need.
Name an essential role pharmacists could play in addressing 
needs of displaced populations during environmental disasters. 
Describe the purpose of the Oregon Pharmacy-Public Health 
Memorandum of Understanding
Know how to join SERV-OR, the state health volunteer registry.
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PUBLIC HEALTH 
Emergency Preparedness
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Public Health Emergencies Happen

PUBLIC HEALTH
Emergency Preparedness 4
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Pharmacists can make a 
big difference. . .
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Pharmacists can make a 
big difference. . .
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. . .if they’re prepared to 
respond.
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Three Key Levels of Preparedness

Family

Business

Community
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Family Preparedness

This is actually pretty simple.  It’s just a matter of doing it.

1. Make a kit with key provisions.
2. Make a plan for communications, safety, and 

reunification.

3. Stay informed.
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Where can you go to learn more?

An on-line course

Provides Patient Safety                                                      and Legal CEUs

And it’s cheap!

https://oregonpharmacy.org/2019/06/03/online-emergency-preparedness-ce-course-available/

PUBLIC HEALTH 
Emergency Preparedness
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PUBLIC HEALTH 
Emergency Preparedness
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Business Preparedness 
Continuity of Operations Planning

Develop plan to: 
• Ensure safety
• Salvage stock
• Maintain workable infrastructure
• Work from alternate sites, if 

needed
• Sustain essential functions
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Community Preparedness
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Community Preparedness

State Emergency Registry of Volunteers in Oregon (SERV-OR)
Oregon Pharmacy-Public Health Memorandum of Understanding
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Community Preparedness

State Emergency Registry of Volunteers in Oregon (SERV-OR)
Oregon Pharmacy-Public Health Memorandum of Understanding
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Through SERV-OR, health professionals can:
• Get training on preparedness and response strategies

• Get notified about public health incidents and opportunities to  
help respond
• Have liability coverage and workers comp for work done during 

deployments

•More info at: https://serv-or.org
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Pharmacies and Public Health      
Working Together

• An outbreak of meningococcus struck Prineville, Oregon.

• There were five cases of a serious, vaccine-preventable 
disease.

• Crook County Health Department, in consultation with the 
Public Health Division and CDC, launches a vaccination 
campaign.

• The Crook County Public Health Director reaches out to 
pharmacists.

15

Pharmacists respond, big-time:

• Almost 2,000 doses given in first 3 weeks

• More than 700 given in the first week

• 70% of those were given by pharmacists

• OSPA, OSHP, Oregon Board of Pharmacy, and Oregon 
Health Authority thought: What can we do to make this 
possible anywhere in the state?

16
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The Oregon Pharmacy-Public Health 
MOU was born!

It’s a framework for timely, effective pharmacy response to 
public health incidents. In these situations, pharmacists can:

• Not a contract requiring action from signatories. 

• Dispense vaccine during outbreaks

• Assess and meet the needs of those displaced by storms or 
fire
• Expand healthcare capacity during public health 

emergencies

PUBLIC HEALTH 
Emergency Preparedness
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The Oregon Pharmacy
Public Health MOU

Current signatories include

Over 400 pharmacies
◦ Corporate
◦ Independent
◦ Tribal
◦ Health system

Health departments 
representing 23 counties

Past activations have provided:

Post-exposure hepatitis A 
vaccine during an outbreak

Thousands of doses of 
meningococcal B vaccine during 
U of O and OSU outbreaks

PUBLIC HEALTH 
Emergency Preparedness 18
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Where can you go to learn more?

An on-line course

Provides Patient Safety                                                      and Legal CEUs

And it’s cheap!

https://oregonpharmacy.org/2019/06/03/online-emergency-preparedness-ce-
course-available/

PUBLIC HEALTH 
Emergency Preparedness
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1994 NORTHRIDGE EARTHQUAKE
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According to a UCLA survey approximately 3% of the population of 
the affected reported problems with their health due to the inability 

to replenish or get their medications. 

2004 HURRICANE IVAN 
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“In the week before Hurricane Katrina’s landfall in August 
2005, emergency management officials in Jefferson 

County . . . Alabama began to make plans for the potential 
influx of evacuees from the Gulf Coast. No pharmacy 

component to the plan was in place at that time.”

Hogue M, et al. Public Health Rep 2009 124(2)
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Displaced Individuals

Anthrax
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Medical Surge is the capability to rapidly 
expand the capacity of the existing 
healthcare system in order to provide 
triage and subsequent medical care. 
The goal is rapid and appropriate care for 
the injured or ill from the event and the 
maintenance of continuity of care for non-
incident related illness or injury. 

OR 855-007-0010
Declaration of Emergency

A State of Emergency or a Public Health Emergency has been 
declared by the President, other Federal Official, Governor 

of Oregon, or Public Health Director

Triggers the activation of Oregon BOP Division 7                                
Public Health Emergency Rules
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855-007-20 to 0120

Emergency Licensure 

SNS and State Stockpile Emergency Drugs

Emergency Immunization and Drug Distribution

Emergency Pharmacy

Temporary Pharmacies

Emergency Record Keeping 

Damage to a Pharmacy and Drug Integrity

Medication Delivery Pathways

Open 
POD 1 

Open 
POD 2 

Community Base 

Push 
Partner 

POD
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Community Pharmacy

Temporary Pharmacy

“Temporary Pharmacy” means a facility established under these 
rules to temporarily provide pharmacy services within or adjacent 

to an area subject to a State of Emergency
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Mobile Pharmacy

“Mobile Pharmacy” means a pharmacy 
that is located in a vehicle or a trailer. 

Pharmacy in POD System
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Pharmacist’s Role in POD System

• Division 7 rules

• Evaluation of patient special 
medication needs and 
contraindications.

• Counsel and educate patients.

• Offer oversight  for the 
medication dispensing process.
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State Inventory
State Stockpile 

Local Distributers

Pharmacy Inventory
◦ Community 
◦ Healthsystems

First Responder Countermeasures

Strategic National Stockpile

• CDC manages the inventory

• The medicine are FREE for everyone.
• Enough medicine to protect people in several large cities at 

the same time.
• Will be delivered within 12 hours to the affected area

• CDC is responsible for replenishing the inventory
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Strategic National Stockpile
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OSPA Pharmacy                         
Preparedness Committee

To provide sustained pharmacy leadership to the State’s 
emergency preparedness response by centralizing and 
standardizing the training of pharmacy personnel and 
developing an action ready group who will be able to 

effectively respond to a variety of public health emergencies.
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A wildfire, caused by a lightning strike, has been burning for 
three days near a rural community of 2,000 people. Winds 
changed this morning. The fire is approaching the edge of 
town, prompting a rapid evacuation. The Red Cross has set up 
shelters in nearby towns, including two, housing roughly 150 
people, in a town served by one of your pharmacies. 

The Governor has declared a disaster in the area where the 
fire is burning, and you have been approached by the Board 
of Pharmacy with the following request from the local health 
department asking for help in assessing and meeting the 
pharmaceutical needs of the evacuees:
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Describe potential roles for pharmacists in setting of 
communicable disease outbreaks. 

a) Education of public about infection control and disease 
prevention. 

b) Administration of vaccine if outbreak is due to vaccine-
preventable disease. 

c) Dispensing of prescribed antimicrobials for disease 
prophylaxis.

d) All of the above.
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Describe potential roles for pharmacists in setting of 
communicable disease outbreaks. 

a) Education of public about infection control and disease 
prevention. 

b) Administration of vaccine if outbreak is due to vaccine-
preventable disease. 

c) Dispensing of prescribed antimicrobials for disease 
prophylaxis.

d) All of the above.

State at least one response activity pharmacists might carry 
out in settings of sustained, community-wide surges in 
healthcare utilization.

a) Through a treatment protocol issued by Oregon Health 
Authority, monitor blood pressure and refill prescriptions 
based on criteria established in the protocol. 

b) Polymerase chain reaction testing for pathogens. 
c) Counseling and design of initial treatment plan for 

patients with new-onset diabetes.
d) All of the above.
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State at least one response activity pharmacists might carry 
out in settings of sustained, community-wide surges in 
healthcare utilization.

a) Through a treatment protocol issued by Oregon Health 
Authority, monitor blood pressure and refill 
prescriptions based on criteria established in the 
protocol. 

b) Polymerase chain reaction testing for pathogens. 
c) Counseling and design of initial treatment plan for 

patients with new-onset diabetes.

d) All of the above.

Name an essential role pharmacists could play in addressing 
needs of displaced populations in the setting of 
environmental disasters.

a) Diagnosing patients at triage and medical care stations.

b) Providing supplies of over-the-counter medications to 
temporary shelters for displaced persons. 

c) Dispense life-sustaining prescription medications to 
persons who have been displaced, do not have their 
medications, and cannot communicate with their 
primary care provider.

d) B and C.
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Name an essential role pharmacists could play in addressing 
needs of displaced populations in the setting of 
environmental disasters.

a) Diagnosing patients at triage and medical care stations.

b) Providing supplies of over-the-counter medications to 
temporary shelters for displaced persons. 

c) Dispense life-sustaining prescription medications to 
persons who have been displaced, do not have their 
medications, and cannot communicate with their 
primary care provider.

d) B and C.

The Oregon Pharmacy-Public Health MOU is….

a) A framework for pharmacy-public health collaboration 
during response to public health incidents. 

b) A contract requiring action from signatories. 

c) A voluntary agreement currently involving over 400 
pharmacies and many local and tribal health 
departments.

d) A and C.
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The Oregon Pharmacy-Public Health MOU is….

a) A framework for pharmacy-public health collaboration 
during response to public health incidents. 

b) A contract requiring action from signatories. 

c) A voluntary agreement currently involving over 400 
pharmacies and many local and tribal health 
departments.

d) A and C.

If you want to register for SERV-OR, the State health 
volunteer registry, which could you do? 

a) Go to https://serv-or.org/

b) Call (877) 343-5767 

c) Email SERV.OR@state.or.us.

d) Any of the above.

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__serv-2Dor.org_&d=DwMFaQ&c=7gilq_oJKU2hnacFUWFTuYqjMQ111TRstgx6WoATdXo&r=sucsylBP8Uw75yYAblKdE8P-XlIH6yEWW_X8VLOTtEvK7OVHLi5d6bon0GLEvwEc&m=tEpYpYe3v5-bIDVGSMMyaL8k73NccZC76FoCc3t8_2Q&s=Ywxusy_e-vpkDf_W_kd6vfgZFqZSK-2qlA_hF6tq2QY&e=
mailto:SERV.OR@state.or.us
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